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could reach. But, if we regard children merely as toys, fondle
them excessively, spoil them out of a mistaken notion of affec-
tion with sweets and rich clothes right from their childhood, allow
them to do as they please, if we are greedy for money ourselves and
teach this greed to children, are engrossed in pleasures and set that
example before children, are lazy ourselves and make them lazy,
are dirty and teach them dirty ways, tell lies and teach them lies,
then is it any wonder that our progeny grow up to be feeble, im-
moral, lying, lustful, selfish and greedy? Thoughtful parents need
carefully to ponder over these remarks. India's future, a good
half of it, lies in the hands of parents.
[From Gujarati]
Indian Opinion, 19-7-1913
98. LETTER TO JAMNADAS GANDHI
[phcenix,]
Ashad Vad 1 [July 19, 1913]*
CHI. JAMNADAS,
I got your two letters together.   I advise you to marry be-
cause I do not credit you with spiritual strength of a high order.
By obstinately refusing to marry, you will cause extreme pain to
your parents, and still more to your prospective father-in-law.
You can do all this, but for that you require higher knowledge.
When you have achieved it, you will ask me no questions,   nor
will your parents or anyone else take your words amiss.   You can-
not say with certainty that your present state of mind will last for
ever.   When Lord Buddha had an indirect knowledge of the truth,
he went away, abandoning his wife as she slept, and causing much
grief to his parents.   Yet, the world has admired his action.   At
present, your ideas rest on your faith in me.   I have, therefore,
given you advice in keeping with your state.   You may, however,
remember my condition.   I have told you that you will have to
marry.   All the same, if you have no sexual union with your wife,
this cannot but conduce to the welfare of both of you.   It will also
be an excellent example to others*   It is more difficult to observe
unbroken brahmachaiya in marriage than without marrying.   You
will be able to observe it only if you are strongly impressed with
1 The letter appears to have been written after the addressee's departure
for India in December 1912.
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